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Abstract
Background Melanoma patients with intra-nodal nevi (INN) and without melanoma metastasis in the sentinel lymph

node biopsy (SLNB) are generally treated as patients with negative SLNB. However, diagnosis of INN may be difficult

and nodal melanoma metastases may falsely be regarded as INN.

Objectives Our aim was to evaluate the clinical significance of INN in the SLNB in patients with primary cutaneous

melanoma on a nationwide level in The Netherlands by comparing survival between three groups: patients with INN and

without nodal melanoma metastasis (INN group), patients without INN and without nodal melanoma metastasis (negative

SLNB group) and patients with nodal melanoma metastasis irrespective of INN (positive SLNB group).

Methods Data were obtained from ‘PALGA’, the Dutch Nationwide Network and Registry of Histopathology and

Cytopathology, yielding a cohort of adults with histologically proven, primary, invasive cutaneous melanoma patients in

The Netherlands diagnosed between 2000 and 2014 who underwent SLNB. Clinical and pathological variables were

extracted from the pathology text files. Differences between patients with INN, negative SLNB and positive SLNB were

analysed using Kaplan–Meier analysis.

Results A total of 11 274 patients were eligible for inclusion. The prevalence of INN in the SLNB was 5.0%. Melanomas

with INN had similar median Breslow thickness compared to melanomas with negative SLNB and were more frequently

located on trunk and upper limbs and observed in younger patients compared to melanomas with negative and positive

SLNB. Overall survival of patients with INN showed no significant difference compared with negative SLNB (median

follow-up of 5.7 years of all patients).

Conclusions As there seems to be no difference in overall survival between patients with INN and negative SLNB, the

diagnosis of INN seems to be reliable. Current practice to treat patients with INN as patients with negative SLNB appears

to be appropriate.
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Introduction
Skin cancers (excluding basal cell carcinoma) are the second

most common registered cancer in The Netherlands in both

men and women, of which melanoma comprises 39.8%.1 Addi-

tionally, melanoma accounts for the vast majority of skin can-

cer-related deaths with rapid and unpredictable metastasis where

treatment opportunities are still limited and its incidence is

expected to rise.2,3

According to current national and international guidelines,

sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB) is advised for patients with

primary cutaneous melanoma staged T1b or higher to optimally

inform patients on their prognosis.3 Some patients will have

benign intra-nodal nevi (INN) in the SLNB for which two

hypotheses have been described. One states INN are the result of

benign dissemination of cutaneous melanocytes, and another

hypothesis claims INN are settling neural cells during embryonal

migration of cells from the neural crest.4–6 INN are mostly

located in the capsule or trabeculae of the lymph node and can

be difficult to distinguish from nodal melanoma metastasis.7,8 A

misdiagnosis of melanoma metastasis as INN may lead to false
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staging and inappropriate treatment. Previous studies have

described an association between the presence of INN and pri-

mary cutaneous melanoma, and are also described in patients

with other malignancies, including breast cancer, and in patients

without malignancies.7,9–11 The reported prevalence of INN in

the SLNB in patients with melanoma described ranges from

3.9% to 25%.7–9,11–,14 Patients diagnosed with INN (and without

nodal melanoma metastasis) are treated as SLNB-negative

patients in current practice. Only few studies have reported the

clinical significance of INN and discuss the consequences of

potential misdiagnoses.12–14

To the best of our knowledge, the prevalence of INN in the

SLNB in patients with primary cutaneous melanoma in The

Netherlands and the clinical significance of INN compared with

negative and positive SLNB is unknown. The aim of this study

was therefore to describe the frequency of INN in patients with

primary cutaneous melanoma in The Netherlands and to

compare survival of patients with INN to patients with negative

and positive SLNB.

Materials and methods

Design and study population
Data for this retrospective nationwide study were derived from

‘PALGA’, the national Pathology registry that since 1987

prospectively collects all pathology data from all pathology labo-

ratories in The Netherlands (http://palga.nl). For the present

study, adults with histologically proven primary cutaneous mela-

noma of all stages with known Breslow thickness (BT) who

underwent SLNB between 2000 and 2014 were included. We

divided patients into three groups: patients with INN and with-

out nodal melanoma metastasis in the SLNB (INN group),

patients without INN and without nodal melanoma metastasis

in the SLNB (SLNB-negative group) and patients with nodal

melanoma metastasis in the SLNB (SLNB-positive group). In

case of a positive SLNB, we did not consider any further the

presence of INN, as it does not influence survival. Nodal nevi

were recognized based on their localization mostly within the

capsule of the lymph node, their often triangular shape with a

broad base, lack of cellular atypia and mitosis, being S100/Melan

A positive if stained by immunohistochemistry.

Data collection
For each patient, clinical and pathological variables were manu-

ally extracted from the pathology text files, including year of

diagnosis, age, sex, BT (mm), T stage, ulceration (present or

absent), type of cutaneous melanoma [superficial spreading mel-

anoma (SSM), nodular melanoma, lentigo maligna melanoma

(LMM) and acral lentiginous melanoma (ALM)] and body site

[head and neck (H&N), trunk, arms or legs]. Patients with

desmoplastic melanoma or patients without or unclear BT or

unclear SLNB results were excluded. In addition, we excluded

patients who had metastases within 14 days after diagnosis of

melanoma, determined with a direct complete lymph node dis-

section (CLND), fine needle aspiration (FNA) or otherwise diag-

nosed positive lymph nodes, to ensure patients were free of

metastases prior to their diagnosis of primary melanoma. Stag-

ing was based on guidelines at the time (2000–2002 5th AJCC,

2003–2009 6th AJCC, 2010–2014 7th AJCC).15,16

As guidelines do not comment on the desired time between

primary excision and SLNB, which in practice is known to vary

for different reasons, we arbitrarily decided to include all SLNB

performed within 100 days after initial diagnosis.17 Eventually,

we excluded patients with multiple primary melanoma, as previ-

ous research showed these patients have worse overall survival

(OS) as compared to single primary melanoma patients.18 Fol-

low-up, OS data and vital status (dead or alive) were obtained

from The Netherlands Cancer Registry, which gathers informa-

tion on every patient with cancer in The Netherlands, ending at

date of death, date last known alive or 1 January 2018.

Statistical analysis
For continuous data, skewness and kurtosis tests were used to

demonstrate normal or non-normal distribution (normal distribu-

tion for scores between �1 and 1). Normally distributed data were

expressed in mean with standard deviation (SD), and non-nor-

mally distributed data were expressed as median with interquartile

range (IQR). Depending on distribution, one-way ANOVA tests

(normal distribution) or Kruskal–Wallis tests were used to com-

pare differences for continuous variables. Chi-squared or Fisher’s

exact tests were used for comparison of categorical data. OS was

illustrated using Kaplan–Meier curves and compared by log rank

test. P-values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Statis-

tical analyses were performed with Statistical Package for Social

Sciences (SPSS) software (IBM Corp. Released 2012. IBM SPSS

Statistics for Windows, Version 21.0., IBM Corp., Armonk, NY).

Ethical approval
All data were encoded and used anonymously. Ethical approval

was granted by the board of PALGA.

Results

Patient characteristics
In total, 11 274 patients with melanoma were included: 568 with

only INN (5.0%), 8165 with negative SLNB (72.4%) and 2541

with positive SLNB (22.5%; Table 1). Mean age of patients with

only INN was significantly lower than in patients with negative

or positive SLNB (resp. 51.8 vs. 54.2 vs. 53.8 years, P < 0.001).

Patients with only INN had a median BT of 1.6 mm, which was

comparable to patients with negative SLNB. Patients with posi-

tive SLNB were more often men (resp. 54.5% vs. 48.6% in INN

vs. 46.2% in negative SLNB, P < 0.001). Patients with positive

SLNB had significantly higher BT (2.4 mm vs. 1.6 mm in INN
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and negative SLNB, P < 0.001) and were therefore more fre-

quently T3 or T4 stage (43.1% and 20.2% compared to 28.6%

and 7.7% in negative SLNB and 27.1% and 5.8% in INN,

P < 0.001). Melanomas with positive SLNB were more often

observed on the legs compared with melanomas with INN

(33.4% vs. 25.9% in INN, P < 0.001) and were more frequently

of nodular type (30.9% vs. 23.2% in INN vs. 22.0% in negative

SLNB, P < 0.001), while INN and negative SLNB melanomas

were more commonly SSM (65.5% vs. 63.9% vs. to 55.3% in

positive SLNB, P < 0.001).

Melanomas with only INN and negative SLNB were similarly

often ulcerated (19.2% vs. 20.3%), while positive SLNB were

more frequently ulcerated (35.1%, P < 0.001). Additionally,

only INN melanomas were more frequently observed on the

trunk (52.5% vs. 41.1% in negative SLNB and 47.7% in positive

SLNB, P < 0.001) and the upper limbs (16.5% vs. 16.1% in neg-

ative SLNB vs. 10.2% in positive SLNB, P < 0.001).

Overall survival
The median follow-up period was 5.7 years (Table 1). The OS

curves showed significantly worse OS for patients with positive

SLNB compared with patients with negative SLNB and only

INN (Fig. 1, P < 0.001). No significant difference in OS was

found for patients with only INN and negative SLNB (P = 0.19).

Discussion
In this study, we present the largest cohort on patients with pri-

mary cutaneous melanoma and INN in the SLNB in The Nether-

lands to date and demonstrate clinical differences between

melanoma patients with only INN compared with patients with

negative and positive SLNB.

We observed a prevalence of only INN in the SLNB of 5.0%,

which is in line with other studies describing a prevalence of

3.9% up to 25%.7–9,11–,13 Our relatively low prevalence could

partly be explained by the retrospective nature of our study as

we extracted all information on the SLNB from text files, assum-

ing INN not to be present if not reported in the text files. Most

previous studies provided single-centred data, where the same

pathologists observed the histology of the SLNB, perhaps result-

ing in more awareness for INN.9,10,12–14 INN mostly occur in the

capsule or trabeculae of the lymph node,13,19 but in rare cases

INN occur in the parenchyma of the lymph node which is

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of all primary cutaneous melanoma patients undergoing SLNB in The Netherlands from 2000 to 2014

Overall INN Negative SLNB Positive SLNB P-value

Total no. of patients 11.274 (100) 568 (5.0) 8.165 (72.4) 2.541 (22.5)

Mean age in years (SD) 54.0 (14.5) 51.8 (14.8) 54.2 (14.5) 53.8 (14.6) <0.001

Male gender, n (%) 5.434 (48.2) 276 (48.6) 3.774 (46.2) 1.384 (54.5) <0.001

Median Breslow in mm (IQR) 1.7 (1.2–2.8) 1.6 (1.2–2.2) 1.6 (1.2–2.4) 2.4 (1.6–3.8) <0.001

T stage, n (%)

T1 1.235 (11.0) 69 (12.1) 1.056 (12.9) 110 (4.3) <0.001

T2 5.282 (46.9) 312 (54.9) 4.149 (50.8) 821 (32.3)

T3 3.582 (31.8) 154 (27.1) 2.332 (28.6) 1.096 (43.1)

T4 1.175 (10.4) 33 (5.8) 628 (7.7) 514 (20.2)

Ulceration, n (%)

Yes 2.655 (23.5) 109 (19.2) 1.655 (20.3) 891 (35.1) <0.001

No 7.074 (62.7) 421 (74.1) 5.295 (64.8) 1.358 (53.4)

Missing 1.545 (13.7) 38 (6.7) 1.215 (14.9) 292 (11.5)

Localization, n (%)

Head and neck 654 (5.8) 18 (3.2) 499 (6.1) 137 (5.4) <0.001

Trunk 4.869 (43.2) 298 (52.5) 3.358 (41.1) 1.213 (47.7)

Arm 1.664 (14.8) 94 (16.5) 1.311 (16.1) 259 (10.2)

Legs 3.754 (33.3) 147 (25.9) 2.759 (33.8) 848 (33.4)

Missing 333 (3.0) 11 (1.9) 238 (2.9) 84 (3.3)

Type of melanoma, n (%)

Superficial spreading 6.994 (62.0) 372 (65.5) 5.217 (63.9) 1.405 (55.3) <0.001

Nodular 2.713 (24.1) 132 (23.2) 1.795 (22.0) 786 (30.9)

Lentigo maligna melanoma 105 (0.9) 3 (0.5) 96 (1.2) 6 (0.2)

Acro lentiginous 171 (1.5) 2 (0.4) 115 (1.4) 54 (2.1)

Missing 1.291 (11.5) 59 (10.4) 942 (11.5) 290 (11.4)

Median follow-up in years (range) 5.7 (3.5–9.8) 4.8 (3.0–7.6) 6.2 (3.7–10.4) 4.7 (2.7–8.0) <0.001

Patients are divided into three groups: INN (patients with INN and without nodal melanoma metastasis), negative SLNB (patients without INN and without
nodal melanoma metastasis) and positive SLNB (patients with nodal melanoma metastasis).
INN, intra-nodal nevi; IQR, interquartile range; SLNB, sentinel lymph node biopsy.
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similar to the location of metastatic melanoma.8,20–22 Conse-

quently, this could provide difficulties in distinguishing INN

from metastatic melanoma, certainly for less experienced pathol-

ogists, and may lead to an underestimation of the true frequency

of INN in our cohort.

Melanoma patients with INN are treated as negative SLNB

patients due to the believed benign character of INN, underlined

by immunohistological studies describing similarities between

INN cells and benign cutaneous melanocytes.9,21–23 Only three

previous studies discuss the clinical significance of INN in the

SLNB in patients with primary cutaneous melanoma.12–14 Simi-

lar to our results, Gambichler et al.13 described a significant

association between the presence of INN and cutaneous mela-

noma localization on the trunk and upper limbs, the lower

extremities being the strongest negative predictor of INN.13

Smith et al.12 showed a comparable association but the differ-

ence was not significant. Contrary to our results, Kim et al.

described all INN were found in the lymph nodes of the lower

extremities. Their study population, however, concerned Asian

patients with acral lentiginous melanoma, thereby presenting a

very different study cohort of moreover small sample size.14

However, regarding both earlier mentioned hypotheses for the

origin of INN we have no explanation for the association

between the presence of INN and anatomical sites, as in both

hypotheses we would expect no differences.

Gamblicher et al.13 reported that females had more often

INN, while Smith et al.12 reported the opposite. In the present

study, no significant association was found between gender and

the occurrence of only INN in the SLNB. Additionally, our

patients with only INN were significantly younger compared

with patients with negative and positive SLNB, a finding also

described by Gamblicher et al.13 We hypothesized this might be

the resulting from ageing and disappearance of INN during

ageing, which is a well-known phenomenon in cutaneous nevi as

well.24

Similar to most other studies, no significant association was

found between BT and the occurrence of INN.12,13 Only one

study described a significant positive correlation between BT

and presence of INN.11 However, this study only included eight

INN patients.

Regarding ulceration, we found a nearly similar ulceration

rate between INN- and SLNB-negative patients (respectively

19.2% and 20.3%), compared with 35.1% in SLNB-positive

patients (P < 0.001). This is no surprising finding, as it is known

that ulceration is a negative prognostic factor and associated

with higher BT as well, both of which is known to increase the

likelihood of a positive SLNB.25,26

No significant difference in OS was found between patients

with only INN and patients with negative SLNB, corroborating

previous studies,12,13 while patients with positive SLNB had sig-

nificantly worse OS as expected. However, patients with INN in

our study were significantly younger compared with patients

with negative and positive SLNB, which may have affected OS.

However, as there was no significant difference in OS between

patients with INN and patients with negative SLNB, correction

for confounders was not deemed necessary. The fact that OS for

patients with INN and patients with negative SLNB is similar

indicates that INN and melanoma metastases can be accurately

discriminated by pathologists in The Netherlands.

Strengths of our study are the large sample size of included

patients with single primary cutaneous melanoma and the rela-

tively long median follow-up time of 5.7 years. A limitation is

the retrospective study design, consequently leading to a risk of

information bias with possible underreporting of INN, as we

explained earlier. The similar OS of patients with INN and

negative SLNB patients indicate that our findings may yet be

representative.

In conclusion, our findings suggest that there is no significant

difference in OS between cutaneous melanoma patients with

INN or negative SLNB, indicating that diagnosis of INN is reli-

able and it is appropriate to regard and treat patients with INN

and without nodal melanoma metastasis as patients with

negative SLNB.12,13
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